Reminder for tomorrow night (Wed. Oct 12)!

Cinema Verde meets Green Drinks Gainesville

Wed. Oct. 12, 2016, 6 - 8:30 pm.
We will be screening *The Best Democracy Money Can Buy*
at Market Street Pub, 112 SW 1st Ave, Gainesville, FL 32601

Share our facebook event -
https://www.facebook.com/events/982147695228401/
Follow BBC/Rolling Stone gonzo investigative reporter Greg Palast on his hunt for the berserko billionaires behind a scheme to purge one million voters of color in November. When Donald Trump says, "This election is rigged"—he should know. His buddies are rigging it. Rolling Stone investigative reporter Greg Palast busted Jeb Bush for stealing the 2000 election by purging Black voters from Florida's electoral rolls. Now Palast is back to take a deep dive into the Republicans' dark operation, Crosscheck, designed to steal a million votes by November. This real life detective story is told in a film noir style with cartoon animations, secret documents, hidden cameras, and a little help from Law & Order: Special Victims Unit detectives, Ice-T and Richard Belzer, Shailene Woodley, Rosario Dawson, Willie Nelson and Ed Asner, Palast and his associates expose the darkest plans of the uber-rich to steal America's democracy.

Also a reminder of our upcoming event!
CINEMA VERDE ST. AUGUSTINE @ THE CORAZON
International Environmental Film and Arts Festival
October 21-23, 2016
The Corazon Cinema and Cafe
is located at 36 Granada St., St. Augustine, FL 32084.
Tickets, film schedule, trailers, synopses and other info -
CinemaVerde.org
Click for - Facebook event

Cinema Verde is a Florida not-for-profit corporation designated as a 501(c)(3) public charity by the IRS: Contributions are tax deductible.Solicitation License# CH33749. Thank you for your support!